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Abstract:
The Real Options approach has proved to be a suitable methodology for capturing the flexibility
in the investment decision process. This is very useful for the financial evaluation of R&D projects
where there are several possible decisions concerning to the investment – delaying, improving
or abandoning. Since the risk of an R&D project is usually due to singular characteristics of
the project and is uncorrelated with the financial markets, the contingent claims analysis may
be not adequate to value R&D projects. Based on a dynamic programming evaluation model,
presented in Huchzermeier and Loch [1], we propose an approach to valuing a portfolio of R&D
projects with a budget. Specifically, considering a budget constraint, we make an extension of
the model mentioned above for assessing the projects in the portfolio simultaneously. To test the
proposed evaluation procedure, we generated several R&D portfolios with different dimensions
and characteristics. According to our computational experience, the main conclusions are
presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

From the range of investment projects stand out the research and development projects (R&D projects),
which are extremely important in some economy sectors as the pharmaceutical and high tech industries,
in order to create new products or services. These projects should be viewed as a collection of sequential
decisions, which involve a R&D phase, multi-stage, and a commercialization phase, with different risks
and uncertainties, which will decreasing as the project develops [2, 3].

The structure of the flexible decision of real options is valid in R&D projects. Specifically, after
an initial investment it is possible collect more information on the evolution of the project and market
conditions and, based on this information, modify the action plan [1, 3–7].

In most cases, the R&D projects are associated with the development of innovative products for which
there are no market benchmarks. Since the underlying asset of the option on the R&D project is not
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traded, the respective market value cannot be determined [8]. For this reason, the contingent claims
analysis, which is based on the principle of replication, should not be applied to evaluate R&D projects
[3]. An alternative technique for evaluating real options is dynamic programming, which is not based on
the principle of replication of the risks of the underlying asset [4, 9]. However, with this technique, the
discount rate that reflects the risk attitude of the decision maker has to be specified exogenously [1]. On
the other hand, the risk associated with a R&D project is normally attributed to the intrinsic characteristics
of the project, that is, the risk is unsystematic or diversifiable. In this way, many researchers argue that a
reasonable hypothesis for a large company is a neutral attitude to the risk of the project with the discounted
process at the risk-free interest rate [1, 3, 4, 9, 10].

In this perspective, in Huchzermeier and Loch [1] is developed a dynamic programming model to
evaluate a R&D project. In order to react to the arrival of new information on the evolution of the project,
there are two options at each stage of R&D phase: abandon the project or continue the project with an
improvement action. Based on a set of levels of performance expected for the project, the backward
recursion procedure determines, in each stage of the R&D phase, the value of the project for each of these
performance levels.

In this paper, we present a procedure to evaluate a portfolio of R&D projects considering a limited
budget for improvement actions. We generalize the evaluation of Huchzermeier and Loch [1]. Specifically,
to evaluate simultaneously several R&D projects, we assume that the performance level of a project at
every stage of R&D phase is independent of the level reached by other projects. This assumption implies
that, at each stage of R&D phase, the evaluation of a project in a given performance level requires the
calculation of its combined value (that is, the value of the project, when we considered simultaneously all
projects of the portfolio) in each of the feasible performance levels to each one of the other projects. This
process can be time consuming when there are many projects and the number of stages of the phase R&D
is high.

Next section of the paper reports the main features of a R&D project. In the following section, we
review the dynamic programming model presented in Huchzermeier and Loch [1]. The Sect. 4 is devoted
to the presentation of the evaluation procedure which enable evaluate a portfolio of R&D projects subject
to a budget constraint for improvement actions. While in Sect. 5 is given an example of application of the
proposed approach. Computational experience is reported in Sect. 6 and some final comments are made
in the last section of the paper.

2. CHARACTERIZATION OF A R&D PROJECT

The financial evaluation of R&D projects assumes great importance in industrial sectors that are
dedicated to research and development of innovative products or services. Among the various industries,
stand out the pharmaceutical and high technology industries. Several studies have demonstrated that a
R&D project can be evaluated through a real options analysis. For example, Pennings and Sereno [11]
presented a compound option approach for evaluating pharmaceutical R&D investments projects in the
presence of technical and economic uncertainties. Lee [12] established a real option analysis approach to
value renewable energy investments, concretely, a wind energy technology. Kellogg and Charnes [13]
proposed a real option analysis procedure, based on binomial models, to value companies and projects in
the biotech industry. Herath and Park [14] presented a discrete binomial model to value the project of a
new product in the consumer goods industry.
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Figure 1. Interpretationof a R&D project [2]

According to [2], a R&D project should be interpreted as a collection of sequential decisions, which
involve the phase of research and development and a commercialization phase (see Figure 1). At each
phase, it is assumed that there are different risks and uncertainties, which will decreasing as the project
evolves. Still, according to these authors, the purpose of an R&D is to maximize future revenues or
minimize future costs.

When a company accepts an R&D project, through the payment of an initial premium, the first stage
of the R&D phase is initiated and the company acquires the right (that is, the option) to decide if the
project proceeds to second stage; if the second stage of R&D phase is initiated, upon payment of a second
premium, the company gains the opportunity to continue to the third step, and so on. Therefore, an
investment opportunity in a R&D project can be viewed as a compound option (that is, an option that to
be exercised activates new options) [15, 16].

The flexibility of decision associated with each stage of the R&D project is not limited to the option of
abandoning the project [17]. Also it is possible choose to defer the decision on the project until more
information is available on the investment [18], or expand or contract the project [19, 20], or even change
the operating mode of the project depending on the price factor [21]. In Huchzermeier and Loch [1] has
been introduced a new type of flexibility, which translates into the option of performing, at every stage of
R&D phase, an improvement action.

The R&D projects are characterized by a long-term horizon and a high degree of uncertainty, of a
technical nature (due to the characteristics of the projects) and market. Therefore the value of decision
flexibility in a R&D project (that is, the value of an option on a R&D project) can be substantial [3, 5]. The
two types of uncertainty influence differently the value of flexibility underlying a R&D project. Indeed,
the technique uncertainty reduces the value of flexibility, since it is very likely that the operating costs
will increase. While the market uncertainty leads to an increase in the value of flexibility, since there
is possibility of high returns, which can be upgraded with the possibility of other uses for the created
knowledge [1].

3. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING MODEL OF HUCHZERMEIER AND LOCH
(2001)

Before presenting the evaluation model developed in Huchzermeier and Loch [1], we define the R&D
project of the model and we identify the uncertainty factors that affect its value, and therefore its option
value.
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Figure 2. Scheme of the R&D project relating to the evaluation model

3.1 R&D project of the evaluation model

The R&D project considered in the evaluation model consists of the phases R&D and of commercial-
ization. The R&D phase is composed of m stages with the same duration (see Figure 2).

The acceptance of a R&D project involves an initial capital outlay, I, to acquire the necessary infrastruc-
tures to start the project. At the beginning of each stage of the R&D phase (review period of the project),
according to most recent information, there is an opportunity to abandon, continue or improve the project.
In period t=0,. . . ,m�1, the continuity decision requires the payment of a cost ct while the improvement
decision requires the payment of the cost ct and a cost of improvement dt . If the m stages are performed
(that is, if the project was not abandoned at some stage) then is necessary to decide the passage or not, to
commercialization phase.

For example, the scheme associated with creating a new drug is the following: the starting point is
a research stage that covers the biological validation of the drug target and the subsequent chemical
optimization of the potential drug candidate. Moving forward to early development, pre-clinical phase
mainly comprises animal testing. The main goals of pre-clinical studies are to understand adverse effects
of the drug during clinical trials. If these tests are successful, the new drug application must be submitted
to the public health agency (FDA-Food and Drug Administration or EMEA-European Medicines Agency)
for the approval to starting testing in humans. Following a positive decision, the compound is administered
to healthy volunteers in clinical phase I to gather information about safety dosage. In clinical phase II,
application to a small number of patients is done to obtain proof of the concept. The next step of late
development is characterized by clinical phase III studies that include a larger number of patients to
ensure statistical significance. After successful completion, a new drug application is submitted to the
agency for marketing approval. If the drug is approved it becomes available for patients [11, 22].

The value of the R&D project depends on several factors of uncertainty, which will be listed in the next
section.

3.2 Uncertainty factors considered in the evaluation model

A R&D project is characterized by the time associated to R&D phase, cost over time and by the
performance of the resulting product. In turn, the market is characterized by the return from the project
(caused by the size and attractiveness of the market) and by the performance requirements (which indicate
how the return increases with the performance of the product). The interaction of project characteristics
with the market characteristics contributes decisively to the value of the R&D project. Therefore, the
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value of a R&D project is function of the factors: time, cost, performance, market return and market
requirements.

In the evaluation model developed in Huchzermeier and Loch [1] is assumed that the R&D project can
be defined in terms of the expected performance along a corridor or cone of performance states during the
time of development, a fixed range of market returns (for example, market returns that belong to the range
[u, U], u, U2¬) and a range of market requirements.

Although the evaluation model only considers three factors of uncertainty, in Huchzermeier and Loch
[1] is studied the influence of each of the five risk factors in the value of the R&D project.

The following sections provide the modeling of each of the uncertainty factors that define the value of
the R&D project.

3.2.1 Modeling of the performance associated to the product resulting

Given the uncertainty, the product performance, designated by i, it changes between periods of project
review. In each review period, the R&D teams perform corrections to the project plan, where the expected
performance is estimated from tests, simulations or prototypes [23]. Thus, for each period t=0,...,m, we
define the system of product performance states by (t, i), where i is a level of performance for the product
under development.

Huchzermeier and Loch [1] admit that the performance in each period t=0,...,m�1, follows a Binomial
distribution, regardless of the history associated with the development of the project. Specifically, the
product performance of period t=0,...,m�1 for the period t+1

1. may improve in 1/2, with probability p, or may decrease by 1/2, with probability 1�p, with a
continuity action; or

2. may improve in 3/2, with probability p, or may improve by 1/2, with probability 1�p, with an
improvement action.

These two types of action lead to a recombined tree that defines the set of feasible performance levels
for the product under development. Specifically, Pt is the set of feasible performance levels in time period
t=0,...,m (it is assumed that the level of performance at t=0, i0, i02¬, is known, therefore P0={i0}). To a
better understanding of the generation of the performance levels, we present in Figure 3 the recombined
tree that defines the feasible levels of performance, in each period t, for the product associated with a
project whose R&D phase consists of m=3 stages.

In this paper, we consider this scheme of evolution for the performance of the product, however
the authors generalize the binomial distribution, allowing that the improvement performance and the
regression performance, respectively, are expanded by the next N (which represents a natural number)
performance states.
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Figure 3. Recombined tree that defines the levels of performance for a project with m=3 stages in the R&D phase,
assuming the level of performance i0=0 at period t = 0. Each node of the tree is a feasible level of
performance i for the product associated with the project. For example, at t=0, the decision continue
the project will lead to the levels 0.0+0.5 or 0.0-0.5 at t=1; otherwise, the decision improve the project
will lead to the levels 0.0+0.5 or 0.0+1.5 at t=1. According with the recombined tree, P1={-0.5,0.5,1.5},
P2={-1.0,0.0,1.0,2.0,3.0} and P3={-1.5,-0.5,0.5,1.5,2.5,3.5,4.5}.

3.2.2 Modeling of the market return and of the market requirements

After the R&D phase (that is, in period m), the product is launched on the market with a performance
level i, which will produce an expected market return

p(i) = u+F(i)⇥ (U�u) (1)

Where [u, U], u, U2¬, is the range of market returns and F(i) denotes the probability distribution function
of the random variable D, which represents the level of performance required by the market. Huchzermeier
and Loch [1] assumes that D follows the Normal distribution of parameters (µ , s ).

At this point, it is possible present the model that allows determine the value of the R&D project.

3.3 Evaluation Model

The evaluation of a R&D project corresponds to a sequential decision problem, which can be formulated
as a stochastic dynamic program.

The value of the R&D project depends on the level of performance i, and thus at each time period t we
need to calculate the value V(t, i), i2Pt , t=0,...,m. The valuation procedure requires starting at time period
t=m and working backwards through time in the standard dynamic programming fashion. At period
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Table 1. Dynamic Programming Procedure of Huchzermeier and Loch [1]

begin
V(m,i) p(i), i2Pm;

for t=m�1 to 0 do
for i2Pt do

V (t, i) Max

8
><

>:

0, (decision : abandon)
�ct +

p⇥V (t+1,i+0.5)+(1�p)⇥V (t+1,i�0.5)
1+r , (decision : continue)

�ct �dt +
p⇥V (t+1,i+1.5)+(1�p)⇥V (t+1,i+0.5)

1+r (decision : improve)
end;

end;
end.

t=m the value V(m, i), i2Pm, corresponds to the expected market return if the product is launched on the
market with the performance level i, p(i), defined by (1).

At another period t=0, 1,..., m�1, the value V(t, i), will depend on the investment decision at the level
of performance i2Pt , and the corresponding value of the R&D project at period t+1. Therefore, we must
select the investment decision (abandon, continue or improve) that maximizes the value of the project.
The R&D project value at period t, given each of the three possible investment decisions is

V (t, i) = Max

8
><

>:

0, (decision : abandon)
�ct +

p⇥V (t+1,i+0.5)+(1�p)⇥V (t+1,i�0.5)
1+r , (decision : continue)

�ct �dt +
p⇥V (t+1,i+1.5)+(1�p)⇥V (t+1,i+0.5)

1+r , (decision : improve)
(2)

For example, the decision of continue involves the continuity cost ct and the discounted value of the
expected value at the next period. The expected value is based on the two branches emanating from node i
at period t and the associated probabilities p and (1�p). Note that it is used the risk-free rate r to discount.

Once the dynamic programming procedure is completed, V(0,i), i2P0, represents the value of the R&D
project at period t=0 before being subtracted from the initial investment, I. Therefore, V(0,i)�I, i2P0,
represents the optimal value of the R&D project at the present moment. In general, if the expected value
V(0,i)�I, i2P0, is greater than or equal to zero the R&D project should be developed.

Table 1 presents a resume of the dynamic programming procedure of Huchzermeier and Loch [1].

4. GENERALIZATION OF THE HUCHZERMEIER AND LOCH MODEL

To evaluate an investment portfolio composed of n R&D projects, which is subject to a budget constraint
for improvement actions, we propose an approach that generalizes the Huchzermeier and Loch model
[1]. The R&D projects considered in the portfolio have the characteristics mentioned in Sect. 3.1 and the
respective R&D phases are composed of m stages. The parameters of each project j=1,. . . ,n are presented
in Table 2. Given the complexity of this evaluation problem, it will not be possible to obtain the optimal
value of each project but only an estimate for the value of each project.

Assuming the existence of a limited budget Bt at each period t=0,...,m�1 for improvement decisions,
the dynamic programming procedure developed allows evaluating simultaneously n R&D projects and
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Table 2. Parameters of the Projects

Parameters Definition
I j Initial capital outlay for project j=1,. . . ,n;
[u j , U j], u j , U j2¬ Range of market returns for project j=1,. . . ,n;

D j
Random variable which represents the level of performance required by the market for
project j=1,. . . ,n; it is assumed that D jfollows the Normal distribution (µ j , s j );

p j Probability of the Binomial distribution related to the performance of project j=1,. . . ,n;
Pt, j Set of feasible performance levels in period t=0,...,m, for project j=1,. . . ,n;
ct, j Continuity cost in period t=0,...,m�1, for project j=1,. . . ,n;
dt, j Cost of improvement in period t=0,...,m�1, for project j=1,. . . ,n.

respect the available budget. Therefore, at each time period t=0,...,m we must determine VP j(t,i), that is,
the value in parallel of R&D project j=1,. . . ,n, for each performance level i2Pt, j, considering that at each
time period the performance level associated with a project is independent of the level achieved for the
remaining projects.

At period t=m the value VP j(m, i), i2Pm, j, j=1,. . . ,n, corresponds to the expected market return if the
product, relating to project j, is launched on the market with the performance level i,

p ji = u j +Fj(i)⇥ (Uj�u j) (3)

where F j(i) denotes the probability distribution function of the random variable D j.

For another period t=0,. . . ,m�1, the value VP j(t, i), i2Pt, j, j=1,. . . ,n, will depend on the individual
investment decision for project j at the performance level i. Therefore, we must select the decision
(abandon, continue or improve) that maximizes the individual value of project j at the level of performance
i, V j(t, i), that is, the value of project j when evaluated individually at the level of performance i. Assuming
that the budget Bt allows at least an improvement decision, the individual value is determined according
with (4):

Vj(t, i) = Max

8
><

>:

0, (abandon)
�ct, j +

p j⇥V Pj(t+1,i+0.5)+(1�p j)⇥V Pj(t+1,i�0.5)
1+r , (continue)

�ct, j�dt, j +
p j⇥V Pj(t+1,i+1.5)+(1�p j)⇥V Pj(t+1,i+0.5)

1+r , (improve)

(4)

For example, the decision of improve involves the continuity cost ct, j, the improvement cost dt, j, and
the discounted value of the expected parallel value at the next period. The expected value is based on the
two branches emanating from node i at period t and the associated probabilities p j and (1�p j). As in the
model of Huchzermeir and Loch [1], it is used the risk-free rate r to discount.

Since only improvement decisions are subject to the budget Bt , the value in parallel of project j at the
performance level i, VP j(t, i), is equal to the respective individual value V j(t, i), when the individual
decision for project j at the state (t, i) is abandon or continue.

Case the individual decision for the project j in the state (t, i) is improve, we have to check if it is
possible keep this decision in the evaluation in parallel of the n projects. Concretely, we must determine
the combined value V j(t, i, c) of project j in state (t, i) for each combination of performance levels c of the
remaining projects. Where c is a vector with n�1 components, wherein the component k has a feasible
level of performance ik2Pt,k for the project k=1,...,n, k 6=j. Such evaluation requires the definition of a
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criterion to select the projects that should be improved when the budget Bt , t=0,. . . ,m�1, is not sufficient
for the volume of improvement individual decisions. We establish that Bt , t=0,. . . ,m�1, must be allocated
to projects that have the highest individual value. According to this criterion, for each combination of
levels of performance c, the budget begins to be allocated to projects that have an individual decision
of improve and a higher individual value than the project j. After this budget allocation, if the available
budget is sufficient to improve the project j then the combined value of project j in state (t, i) for the
combination of performance levels c, V j(t, i, c), is equal to the individual value V j(t, i); otherwise, the
combined value of project j in state (t, i) for the combination of performance levels c is

Vj(t, i,c)=Max

(
0, (abandon)
�ct, j +[p j⇥V Pj(t +1, i+0.5)+(1� p j)⇥V Pj(t +1, i�0.5)]

�
(1+ r) (continue)

(5)

Once the combined value of project j in state (t, i) is determined for all the combinations of performance
levels c, the value in parallel of project j at the performance level i, VP j(t, i), corresponds to the combined
value of project j most common.

When the dynamic programming procedure is completed, VP j(0,i), i2P0, j, represents the parallel
value of the R&D project j=1,. . . ,n at period t=0 before being subtracted from the initial investment, I j.
Therefore, VP j(0,i)�I j, i2P0, j, represents an estimate for the value of the R&D project j=1,. . . ,n at the
present moment, when evaluating simultaneously n projects subject to a budget Bt , for improvement
actions, in each period t=0,. . . ,m�1. Generally, the holder of the portfolio should develop the projects
whose estimated values, VP j(0,i)�I j, i2P0, j, j=1,. . . ,n, are greater than or equal to zero.

Table 3 presents a resume of the dynamic programming procedure developed.

Possible practical applications of this approach are, for example, in a pharmaceutical company, the
development of multiple drugs that could potentially treat a specific disease; in an auto manufacturer,
the development of several prototypes for a new car design; or, in a communications company, the
development of several techniques to create a new microwave relay system.

5. Example

The following example illustrates the dynamic programming approach proposed in this paper to
evaluate an investment portfolio composed of n R&D projects, which is subject to a budget constraint for
improvement actions. Let us consider a portfolio with three R&D projects described in Table 4 and a
risk-free interest rate r=8%.

The R&D phases of the three projects are composed by m=3 stages. Finally, the costs of continuity and
of improvement as well as the budget for improvement actions in each period t=0,1,2 are presented in
Table 5.

Assuming that in period t=0, the performance level of each of the three projects is 0, we start by
evaluating each project individually.

The evaluation of each project is presented in Figure 4, which enables to state that the val-
ues of the projects 1, 2 and 3, in the period t=0 are, respectively, V1(0,0)�I1=206.1�87=119.1,
V2(0,0)�I2=207.4�98=109.4 and V3(0,0)�I3=170.6�77=93.6. Also, we can affirm that, for all the
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Table 3. Dynamic Programming Procedure Developed

begin
VP j(m,i) p j(i), i2Pm, j , j=1,. . . ,n;
for t=m�1 to 0 do

for j= 1 to n do
for i2Pt, j do

A: Individual value of project j according with (4): V j(t,i);
if individual decision at state (t, i) is abandon or continue then VP j(t,i) V j(t,i);
if individual decision at state (t, i) is improve then

B: Combined value of project j at state (t, i) for each combination of performance
levels of the remaining projects c:

begin
Sort the n projects in descending order of their individual values at
the levels of performance defined in the combination c;
According to the order established, allocate the budget Bt to the projects
whose individual decision is improve;
if the available budget is greater than or equal to dt, j then

V j(t,i,c) V j(t,i);
else

V j(t,i,c) is determined according with (5)
end;

end;{B}
VP j(t,i) combined value of project j (calculated in B) most common;

end;
end;

end;
end;

end.

Table 4. Parameters for the R&D projects

Project j Initial capital outlay I j Parameters of Normal distribution (µ j , s j) Range of market returns [u j , U j] Probability p j

1 87 (0.0,2.0) [5, 490] 0.5
2 98 (0.0,2.0) [8, 478] 0.5
3 77 (0.0,2.8) [0, 490] 0.5

projects, the optimal decision in period t=0 (that is, at the beginning of stage 1) is improve. According to
this evaluation, each project adds value to the company and, if desired, the projects can be developed.

Now we will evaluate the three projects simultaneously by applying the dynamic programming proce-
dure developed. To exemplify the evaluation procedure, we calculate the estimate for the parallel value of
the project 1 at the period t=2 for the level of performance i=�1 (that is, V1(2,�1)). According with (4),
the individual value of the project 1 at the period t=2 for the level of performance i=�1 is

Table 5. Costs of continuity, improvement and budget for improvement actions in period t=0,1,2

Period t ct,1 dt,1 ct,2 dt,2 ct,3 dt,3 Bt

0 10.0 17.0 14.0 17.0 9.0 22.0 35
1 26.0 32.0 23.0 28.0 20.0 45.0 58
2 39.0 64.0 34.0 53.0 36.0 70.0 80
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Figure 4. Recombined tree which translates the possible levels of performance for the n=3 projects in each period
t=0,1,2,3. In each state (t, i) of the tree, we present the value of project j, when it is evaluated individually,
at each performance level i, Vj(t, i), t=0,1,2, j=1,2,3, i 2 Pt, j, and the respective decision (A: abandon; C:
continue; I: improve).

V1(2,�1) 126.2 = Max

8
><

>:

0
�39+(0.5⇥114.9+0.5⇥201.5)

�
1.08

�39�64+(0.5⇥201.5+0.5⇥293.5)
�

1.08
(6)

and the associated decision is improve. To determine de value of the project 1 at the period t=2 for
the level of performance i=�1, considering the simultaneous evaluation, we must compute the combined
value of project 1 at the state (t, i)=(2,�1) for each of the 25 combinations of performance levels c of the
remaining two projects. For example, in the combination of levels of performance c=(�1,�1), where
projects 2 and 3 achieved the performance level �1, the project 2 has the higher individual value and is
relating to an improvement decision (see Figure 4), therefore the budget B2=80 should be assigned to
project 2. Since the remaining budget, B2�d2,2=27, is not sufficient to improve project 1, the value of
project 1 at the state (t, i)=(2,�1) for the combination c=(�1,�1) is determined according to (5):

V1(2,�1,c) 107.5 = Max

(
0
�39+(0.5⇥114.9+0.5⇥201.5)

�
1.08

(7)

and the associated decision is continue. For the others combinations of performance levels of projects 2
and 3, the process is analogous. In Table 6, we resumed the 25 combined values for project 1 at the state
(t, i)=(2,�1). As the combined value most common is 107.5, the estimate for the parallel value of project
1 at the period t=2 for the level of performance i=�1 is VP1(2,�1)=107.5.

After applying this procedure to all the projects and levels of performance, we obtain the evaluation
results shown in Figure 5.
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Table 6. Combined values for project 1at the state (t, i)=(2, �1)

Combinations of performances levels:
c=(i2,i3), i2, i32{�1,0,1,2,3}

(i2 and i3 are feasible levels of performance,
at period t=2, for projects 2 and 3,

respectively)

Combined value of project 1 at the state
(t, i)=(2, �1) for the combination c:

V1(2,�1, c)

c= (�1,i3), i32{�1,0,1,2,3} V1(2,�1, c)=107.5 (decision: continue)
c= (0,i3), i32{�1,0,1,2,3} V1(2,�1, c)=107.5 (decision: continue)
c= (1,i3), i32{�1,0,1,2,3} V1(2,�1, c)=107.5 (decision: continue)
c= (2,i3), i32{�1,0,1,2,3} V1(2,�1, c)=126.2 (decision: improve)
c= (3,i3), i32{�1,0,1,2,3} V1(2,�1, c)=126.2 (decision: improve)

Figure 5. Application of the dynamic programming procedure developed. In each state (i, t) of the tree, we present
an estimate for the parallel value of project j, when it is evaluated simultaneously with the remaining
projects, at each performance level i, V Pj(t, i), t=0,1,2, j=1,2,3, i 2 Pt, j. For the state (0,0) we present the
decision proposed for each project (A: abandon; C: continue; I: improve; C* or A*: continue or abandon,
when in the simultaneous evaluation is not possible keep the improvement decision determined in the
individual evaluation).

According to the evaluation procedure developed, the estimates for the parallel values of the projects 1,
2 and 3, in period t=0 are, respectively, VP1(0,0)�I1=105.8, VP2(0,0)�I2=97.1 and VP3(0,0)�I3=59.1.
With respect to the decision policy in period t=0, we can say that, for projects 1 and 2 the decision proposed
is improve, while for project 3 the decision proposed is continue. In comparison with the individual
values obtained for the period t=0, we can say that the respective estimated values of the projects, when
subjected to a simultaneous evaluation, suffer reductions, being the highest recorded in the third project.
Moreover, the decision in period t=0 associated with the project 3 is reviewed: the improvement decision
of the individual evaluation is replaced by a continuity decision. These conclusions were predictable,
since the budget Bt , t=0,1,2, is not enough to keep all the improvement decisions established on individual
evaluation. However, each project continues to add value to the company, which means that the holder of
the portfolio can start in parallel the development of the three projects (specifically, projects 1 and 2 start
with an improve decision, while the decision for project 3 is continue).
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Table 7. Average execution time associated to the evaluation approach developed.
For each pair (n, m), n=5,...,10 and m=2,...,7, are evaluated seven instances.

n m
Average Time of

execution (seconds)
n m

Average Time of
execution (seconds)

n m
Average Time of

execution (seconds)
5 2 0.29 6 2 0.71 7 2 2.26
5 3 2.07 6 3 10.13 7 3 64.10
5 4 9.28 6 4 57.74 7 4 429.14
5 5 17.57 6 5 217.75 7 5 1231.184
5 6 40.54 6 6 755.01 7 6 2048.452
5 7 48.99 6 7 833.98 7 7 5869.886
8 2 7.725 9 2 18.97 10 2 70.46
8 3 409.247 9 3 581.15 10 3 4474.40
8 4 2318.920 9 4 7026.78 10 4 —-
8 5 10808.41 9 5 —- 10 5 —-
8 6 18917.11 9 6 —- 10 6 —-
8 7 —- 9 7 —- 10 7 —-

6. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIENCE

We conducted computational experiments for a total of 252 test instances, with the number of projects
varying from 5 to 10 and a number of stages in the R&D phase ranging between 2 and 7. Specifically
for each test problem of dimension (n, m), n=5,. . . ,10 and m=2,. . . ,7, we generate seven instances with
different percentages of improvement decisions in the individual evaluation.

The proposed evaluation procedures were coded in Fortran 77 and the computational tests were
performed on an Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-3520 M CPU @ 2.90 GHz and 8GB of RAM.

According to our experience, the computational time required to evaluate concurrently the projects of a
portfolio with the evaluation approach proposed depends on the size (n, m) of the test instance, as well as
of the volume of improvement decisions in individual evaluation. This conclusion was expected, since, in
step B of the proposed procedure, in each period t=0,. . . ,m�1, it is necessary to calculate the combined
value of projects for each combination of levels of performance (see Table 3). Indeed, in each period
t=0,. . . ,m�1, the number of combinations of levels of performance to be analyzed can reach (2t+1)n,
whose value depends strongly of the values of the parameters (n, m). This is illustrated by Table 7,
where we see that as the parameters n and m increase, the average computational time increases markedly.
Finally, due to the high number of combinations of levels of performance was not possible to evaluate,
according to the evaluation procedure, the instances of dimensions: (8,7), (9,m), m=5,6,7 and (10,m),
m=4,5,6,7 (see Table 7).

7. FINAL REMARKS

In this paper, we address the problem of evaluating simultaneously n R&D projects of an investment
portfolio, which is subjected to a budget constraint. As in Huchzermeier and Loch [1], we assume that the
R&D phase of each project consists of m stages, and at the beginning of each stage is possible to abandon,
continue or improve the project. But now we consider a limited budget for the improvement actions at
each stage of R&D phase.
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In order to determine, at the initial time period, the estimated value of each project of the portfolio
when the R&D phases of projects are developed in parallel, we propose an evaluation procedure. The
approach developed is a dynamic programming procedure that generalizes the stochastic dynamic program
presented in Huchzermeier and Loch [1] and can be useful for companies involved in R&D evaluations.
Such evaluations focus on alternative R&D projects that the company may undertake. Examples of
companies that face this kind of evaluation are, for example, pharmaceutical and high tech companies.

In this paper, we report computational experience indicating that the evaluation procedure developed
can be applied to evaluate any portfolio of R&D projects with the characteristics defined in Sect. 3.1.
Since, we assume that the level of performance of a project, at each stage of the R&D phase, is independent
of the level reached by other projects, the application of the procedure is only limited by the dimensions
of the parameters (n, m) of the instance. Nevertheless, we consider that improvements can be obtained
from further research, namely by setting different estimates for the parallel value of the project in the
simultaneous evaluation (see statement after step B in Table 3). Another important point of research is
the extent of the budget constraint to continuity decisions.
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